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AMBIVALENT REPRESENTA-
TIONS OF THE ARAB WORLD IN 

INDONESIA
by Mirjam Lücking

In November 2020, one of Indonesia’s most well-known Islamist public figures, Muhammad 
Rizieq Shihab, returned from exile in Saudi Arabia to his home country, Indonesia.

As founder and leader of the Islamist group Islamic Defend-
ers Front (FPI, Front Pembela Islam) Rizieq Shihab has been 
accused of threatening Indonesia’s constitutional commit-
ment to interreligious pluralism and for inciting violence. Fol-
lowing criminal charges for spreading pornographic images, 
Rizieq Shihab fled to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia in 2017.

His alleged alliances with Islamist groups in Afghanistan, Iraq, 
and Syria, his ideology and appearance lead to claims saying 
that “Arab influence” shaped Rizieq Shihab. Moreover, the 
fact that he is of Hadhrami-Arab descent nourishes the per-
ception of radical Arab-Islamic influence in Indonesia.

However, being Hadhrami or of any other ethnicity does not allow conclusions about a per-
sons’ ideological orientation and seminal studies on the Hadhrami in Southeast Asia reveal the 
complexities of the ethnic minorities’ engagement with “Arabness.” Furthermore, Rizieq Shihab 
might mobilize the masses, but many of his followers appear to be first and foremost attracted 
by the eventful character of his protests.

Also among ordinary Indonesians, increasingly 
prevalent Islamic religiosity in private and public 
life has been associated with outward influence 
and is sometimes labeled as “Arabization.” Even 
though several studies have shown that a turn to-
wards more conservatism in Indonesia is related to 
domestic social and political changes, the popular 

perception of Arab influence remains. Globalized Islamophobia manifests as “Arab-phobia” 
among some Indonesians and international observers. Yet, at the same time, Arab culture and 
heritage, do have historical and contemporary significance in Islam beyond a specific ideology, 
in particular Arabic language as the sacred language of the Qur’an.

Following criminal charges 
for spreading pornographic 

images, Rizieq Shihab fled to 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia in 2017.
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In my book Indonesians and Their Arab World, I show that the experiences of Indonesians who 
physically travel to Arab countries complicate these ambivalent representations of the Arab 
World even more.

The most important reason for Indonesians’ over-
seas travels is the pilgrimage to Mecca and Me-
dina, to the holy land of Islam, gaining spiritual 
fulfillment and—given the high expenses of the 
hajj—also an economic achievement. A sharp con-
trast to this is the mobility of women from Indone-
sia’s rural areas who migrate to the Gulf in search 
of higher incomes, working mainly as domestic workers in private homes. Reports about the 
abuse and exploitation of migrant women create a rather gloomy image of the Arab World.

On the airplanes from Indonesia to the Middle East, labor migrants and Mecca pilgrims sit next 
to each other, although in many regions in Indonesia their worlds barely overlap in terms of 
social class and economic status.

When returning home, labor migrants and Mecca pilgrims seek to make sense of their experi-
ences. Interestingly, their representations of the Arab World often relate much more to moral 
values in their home context rather than to actual experiences abroad. Personal relationships, 
public discourse, and matters of religious self-understanding guide migrants and pilgrims in 
becoming physically mobile and making their mobility meaningful.

The return connects migrants’ and pilgrims’ representations of the Arab World to their home 
context. This includes references to more famous returns from Arabia, such as the one of Rizieq 
Shihab who stands for an image of the Arab World that works within Indonesia’s internal public 
debates. Migrants and pilgrims refer to such representations, affirming or neglecting them, to 
express their position within Indonesia’s religious landscape. Yet, these expressions and repre-
sentations are not proof of “Arab influence” in Indonesia. They are rather symbolic markers of 
social divisions within Indonesia.

Meanwhile, Rizieq Shihab remains in police custody. This time, because of violating COVID-19 
health protocols while holding mass gatherings in Jakarta and his organization, FPI, has been 
banned.

Reports about the abuse 
and exploitation of migrant 

women create a rather gloomy 
image of the Arab World.
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I saw the poster on the road outside the town of Malang, East Java. A candidate 
from the National Awakening Party,  running for a seat in the Batu Regency leg-
islature had superimposed his head on the body of a knight in shining armor. 
Below his gleaming metal sword read, in bold, “100% Anti Money Politic [sic].” 
The poster, with its over- the- top imagery and videogame aesthetic, made me 
chuckle. But it also echoed the campaign rhe toric I had been observing over the 
months leading up to the April 2014 legislative elections. The symbolism on the 
poster combined religion, morality, and nationalism in an exaggerated but fa-
miliar way. This heroic figure in his Islamic peci (a hat often worn by Muslim 
men in Indonesia) and gleaming armor, with an Indonesian flag attached to his 
sword, was ready to vanquish the  enemy of the  people that is money politics.

This crusader against money politics ultimately failed in his bid for public of-
fice. But his campaign slogan resonated with me, though perhaps not for the 
reason he would have hoped. The imagery on his poster may have been some-
thing of a parody, but its sentiment was recognizable not only in local electoral 
campaigns but also at the national level. The under lying message that candidates 
wanted to convey to voters through their rejection of money politics was that 
they  were “clean” (bersih) and had integrity— characteristics that distinguished 
them from the archetypal candidates, who  either visited the village simply to 
give voters money or goods, or sent emissaries with envelopes of cash, only to 
vanish once elected. The anticorruption candidates claimed to be dif er ent: they 
 were committed to making  things better for ordinary  people, and they hoped 
that this stated commitment would attract voter support.

INTRODUCTION



2 introduction

This book tells the story of national legislative candidates who, like our knight 
in shining armor, wanted to pre sent themselves as challengers to the status quo. 
It is not uncommon for po liti cal hopefuls to proclaim their rejection of money 
politics, playing on Indonesians’ widespread dissatisfaction with corruption, 
which is evident in all crevices of government. Using money to influence voters 
is explic itly outlawed. In practice, however, Indonesia’s demo cratic system is 
characterized by an array of economic incentives given to voters during elec-
tion campaigns and corrupt be hav ior among  those elected. The shift to democ-
ratization following the end of the Suharto regime (post-1998), while ofering 
many benefits to Indonesian citizens, also intensified po liti cal competition in 
elections— and, subsequently, the ubiquity of money politics.

Individual campaigns cannot be divorced from the po liti cal environment in 
which they occur, and attention to the dilemmas that candidates face allows us 
to assess the real impacts of both formal and informal institutions and systems 
on demo cratic elections. By integrating an investigation of individual campaigns 
with a theoretical consideration of the role of context within campaign decision 
making, this book generates new ideas about the nature of election campaigns 
from both a systemic and a personal (candidate) perspective.

The Electoral Campaign Dilemma
Electoral campaigns, when po liti cal parties and candidates  battle each other for 
votes and power, represent an integral feature of con temporary democracies. In 
theory, demo cratic elections ofer an opportunity to hold legislators to account 
and to punish  those who have not acted in the best interests of  those they repre-
sent (Warren 2004). They are subject to myriad interests, ranging from national 
and international concerns, elites, po liti cal parties, and civil society down to the 
everyday concerns of ordinary citizens. However, at their heart are the individ-
ual candidates who vie for se lection. Election campaigns are hard- fought, ex-
pensive, and time- consuming. So that  these eforts do not go to waste, candidates 
must campaign efectively. But what an efective campaign looks like varies de-
pending on the po liti cal landscape— and the way candidates interpret that land-
scape as they campaign to win voter support. The lives of  those who genuinely 
want to win become consumed by the question, what am I willing to do to en-
sure that voters choose me? The answers to this question are what ultimately 
guides their campaign decisions, set against the backdrop of their individual 
circumstances.

Elections have enormous influence over access to power in leadership, policy 
priorities, and the overall welfare of states and citizens. How candidates act be-
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fore, during, and  after elections underscores their own attitudes  toward democ-
racy and commitment to the rule of law. Elections are, ideally, “ free and fair.” But 
how do demo cratic ideals play out in a real ity where money politics, and more 
specifically vote buying, is endemic? In the case of Indonesia, what does this 
mean for candidates who themselves believe, and want voters to believe, that they 
can challenge the status quo? In this book, I take as a starting point the puzzle 
of how  those vying for a seat in Indonesia’s national legislature make decisions 
about their campaigns, telling this story through the eyes of three self- identified 
anticorruption candidates. The core dilemma is how  these candidates navigate 
the pressure to engage in money politics. To explore this dilemma, I address a 
series of interrelated questions that interrogate the context  behind the decisions 
they must make as they navigate the electoral terrain: How have post-1998 demo-
cratic changes afected individual engagement in legislative politics and the way 
that candidates campaign? What is the appeal, at least for some, in engaging with 
anticorruptionism or  running as an anticorruption candidate? And fi nally, how 
do self- identified anticorruption candidates negotiate the pressure to engage in 
money politics and the ethical dilemmas that this might generate?

Two key ele ments contribute to the complexity of this puzzle. First, Indonesian 
elections ofer a paradox: the coexistence of a high prevalence of strategies that 
can be broadly defined as “corrupt,” along with a plethora of anticorruption rhe-
toric. The country’s po liti cal history of corruption and the nature and norms of 
con temporary electoral politics foster this paradox. The mobilization of anticor-
ruption rhe toric, which positions candidates within a moral framework which 
they should be adhering to the law, is at odds with what most voters understand to 
be the inherent nature of Indonesian elections: that  those competing for votes are 
more interested in serving themselves than their constituents, and that bribing 
voters is simply part and parcel of electoral campaigning. The juxtaposition of 
anticorruption rhe toric against observable be hav ior during electoral campaigns 
amplifies the visibility of the paradox. At the same time, the paradox, as it exists 
within individual campaigns, reflects the disconnect between seemingly uni-
versal ideas that money- driven strategies undermine demo cratic ideals and 
localized campaign norms that position the exchange of money, goods, or other 
promises as a crucial ele ment in a candidate’s prospects of success.

A  simple answer to this paradox could be that voters simply do not see the 
cash payments or bribes that they accept during a campaign as corruption and 
therefore do not see their actions as being comparable to  those of candidates, 
politicians, and bureaucrats who engage in corrupt activity while holding offi-
cial positions. But even if the paradox itself can be explained in such simplistic 
terms, this does not prevent it from having a profound efect on how candidates 
campaign. The disjuncture remains a challenge for anticorruption candidates 
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to navigate. Even if voters do not condemn candidates for engaging in money 
politics per se, such activity still puts the candidates in a difficult position. Can-
didates who give gifts or make patronage promises feel the lingering conse-
quences of their decisions long  after election day, with money to recoup, debts 
to pay, and promises to keep.

The resulting tension guides the second ele ment of the puzzle— how candi-
dates make decisions about their own campaigns and what influences  those de-
cisions. Not all candidates  will choose to position themselves as being against 
money politics, or indeed against corruption more broadly. But  those who do 
must establish the par ameters of what is moral and acceptable in their campaign. 
This determination can shift as candidates move from planning to electioneer-
ing, where they may face increasing pressure to choose between their ideals and 
what they perceive to be a po liti cal real ity. Yet, while candidates may encounter 
similar pressures arising from electoral institutions, their parties, and voters, 
each necessarily responds in a unique way. The pro cess of negotiation is personal, 
 shaped by candidates’ operating context and their pro cess of reconciling prag-
matism with idealism. For self- identified anticorruption candidates, who must 
negotiate complex social relationships and demands in order to remain competi-
tive, it can result in a spectrum of compromises. Voters may not have much 
sympathy for  those facing  these dilemmas— after all, no one is forcing  these can-
didates to run for office. But the dilemma itself exposes an even more funda-
mental issue in Indonesian politics: if candidates feel compelled to make such 
compromises before they even enter government, how might they behave once 
in public office?

Corruption and Money Politics
Throughout this book, I explore par tic u lar candidates’ attitudes and responses 
to the phenomenon of money politics, a term commonly used in Indonesia. The 
phenomenon is positioned within broader discourses about corruption—an is-
sue that has frustrated Indonesians since in de pen dence and fostered the rise of 
an anticorruption movement following the resignation of President Suharto in 
1998 (Aspinall 2019; Kramer 2019). Although  there are ongoing debates about 
how best to define corruption (Heywood 2017; Rose 2018; Rose- Ackerman 2008), 
the term is generally a catch- all for a range of distinct social pathologies that 
includes mismanagement of public resources, weak government institutions, and 
complex relationships between po liti cal actors and public economic assets (Cheng 
and Zaum 2008). One widely used definition of corruption describes it as the 
abuse of public roles for private gain (Johnston 2005). Another identifies it as 
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be hav ior that deviates from the formal practice of a public role for personal gain 
or that violates the rules of exercising influence (Nye 1990).  These definitions are 
criticized for overgeneralizing the prob lem, failing to adequately define what ex-
actly constitutes “abuse” or “personal gain” (Philp 2008, 311–312).

Pro cesses of defining corruption also involve determining who has the au-
thority to decide what corruption is and what acts are corrupt.  These endeavors 
are complicated by the fact that conceptualizations of corruption based on the 
law, morality, and social norms are not necessarily congruent.  Legal definitions 
of corruption are found in the statute books, whereas moral definitions are of-
ten (but not exclusively) drawn from religion and culture to categorize “evil” 
actions (Marquette 2012, 14). In Indonesia,  these ideas fuse in legislation that 
tacitly recognizes the immorality of money politics, specifically banning the use 
of financial incentives or other types of rewards in return for votes. Meanwhile, 
so cio log i cal definitions of corruption are derived from norms that define accept-
able and unacceptable be hav ior within society, a determination that ebbs and 
flows as norms shift with time (Leys 1990).1  Because  legal and so cio log i cal ideas 
of what is corrupt do not always align, we sometimes see situations where be-
hav ior is illegal but licit (Abraham and van Schendel 2005). Regardless of how 
corruption is defined, however,  there is normative agreement that it has nega-
tive po liti cal and economic efects on ordinary citizens (Johnston 1996).

Abundant academic studies address the dif er ent functions of money in poli-
tics (Stratmann 2005).2 Indeed, one would be hard- pressed to find examples where 
money does not play a role in determining who gets elected to public office. Money 
politics is not necessarily illegal, as  there are plenty of  legal ways for money to in-
fluence electoral outcomes. For example, in the United States, super po liti cal ac-
tion committees (super PACs), although  legal, have come  under scrutiny for their 
role in facilitating unlimited spending on po liti cal campaigns with contributions 
from corporations, wealthy individuals,  labor  unions, and other interest groups 
(Shattuck and Risse 2020). Although this form of campaign financing is deemed 
 legal, it invites criticisms about how access to donors and unchecked donations 
can privilege candidates who are well connected or bolster the interests of certain 
groups over the broader interests of the electoral district. Where corruption fits in 
this discussion is a pertinent question, especially when a lack of transparency sur-
rounds where money has come from or what it is used for. Furthermore, even 
if money is used legally in election campaigns,  there may still be debate about 
 whether it has been used in moral or socially acceptable ways.

Looking at the topic of money politics, which influences elections all over the 
world, begs the question of why study this issue in Indonesia? Studies identify 
comparable challenges in neighboring countries, including Malaysia (M. Weiss 
2016), the Philippines (Canare, Mendoza, and Lopez 2018; Colmenares 2017; 
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Hicken et al. 2019), and Thailand (Phongpaichit and Baker 2004). Farther afield, 
studies from other countries confirm that the Indonesian experience has paral-
lels in other parts of the world.3 It is impossible to conclude  whether the situa-
tion in Indonesia is better or worse than of other countries, but it is undeniably 
a pressing concern—at least for  those who would like to see freer and fairer elec-
tions. It is not surprising, then, that the role of money in elections has attracted 
attention among scholars of Indonesian politics.

While Indonesia is far from alone in its experiences with money politics in 
elections, it ofers a particularly rich case. Indonesia is a large country, with over 
193 million voters  going to the polls in 2019.4 It is also a relatively new democ-
racy, transitioning in 1998 from authoritarianism. In addition, it stages some of 
the world’s most complex single- day legislative elections, in which voters select 
representatives for local, provincial, and national legislatures, as well as the na-
tional Regional Representative Council. This book takes advantage of  these cir-
cumstances to investigate issues that have bearing on Indonesia’s democracy 
 today. At the same time, it ofers lessons for other countries that experience sim-
ilar concerns— emphasizing that untangling the influence of context, and how 
individual decisions interact with that context, can help in understanding how 
 things have come to be the way they are.

Definitionally, money politics and corruption are, of course, not synonymous. 
But the concepts are interrelated and are often conflated in Indonesian electoral 
campaigns. Money politics generally describes the array of activities— including 
vast spending on election campaigns, such as distribution of cash payments, 
goods, or ser vices to voters, and promises of  future benefit to voters or electoral 
officials— used to gain competitive advantage in an electoral race (Norris and 
Van Es 2016). The main subset of money politics that this book engages with is 
vote buying, though it  will touch on other activities as well. Early definitions 
of vote buying conceptualized it as simply an exchange of money for votes (J. Weiss 
1988). However, definitions now incorporate transaction- based strategies in 
which a candidate ofers an economic incentive, such as a direct transfer of cash, 
goods, or ser vices, in return for the promise of votes.  These transactions often 
occur before the election, which also makes candidates vulnerable to betrayal, 
especially in the context of a secret ballot.

Vote buying, like the term corruption, is a catch- all term, with academic ob-
servers such as Aspinall and Sukmajati (2016) preferring the more nuanced ter-
minology of patronage and clientelism in their analy sis of money politics in the 
Indonesian case. Although clientelism and patronage are sometimes used inter-
changeably,  there is a definitional distinction between the two. Patronage refers 
to the distribution or promise of public benefits (Hutchcroft 2014), whereas clien-
telism describes personal power relationships through which material benefit— 





MYANMAR’S COUP: A VIEW 
FROM THE BORDERLANDS

by David Brenner

After Myanmar’s generals steered the country back to military rule on Monday, the people 
of Myanmar and the international community alike are in a state of shock. Some people are, 
however, less shocked than others about Myanmar’s coup. In 
fact, to activists and resistance fighters from ethnic minority 
communities in the country’s war-torn borderlands the cur-
rent development looks different than from the perspective 
of Yangon or Naypyidaw.

A friend in Myanmar’s northern Kachin State told me: “We 
are all afraid of what’s going to happen. But I am not surprised 
that it came to this point.” Importantly, he feels uncomfort-
able with the widespread calls to “reinstate democracy” be-
cause there had not been genuine democracy in Myanmar 
to begin with. Contrary to the claims of Myanmar’s gener-
als, there is no credible evidence that November’s general 
elections were rigged. But my friend expressed a sentiment 
shared by many ethnic minority voters, about 2.6 millions of whom were excluded from voting 
altogether.

This was the case for a variety of reasons, including military restrictions on voting in regions 
of active armed conflict, the mass displacement of ethnic minority communities—such as the 
Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh—and the decisions of some ethnic rebel groups. Indeed, the 

Kachin Independence Organization did not permit 
polling in its controlled territory because it did not 
want to partake in what my friend called “displaying 
fake democracy that does not benefit our people”. 
While he himself was listed on the voter register in 
Kachin State’s capital of Myitkyina, he could not 
bring himself to vote for the same reason.

To be clear, the past decade of military-initiated liberalization has entailed remarkable change in 
most parts of Myanmar, including improvement of livelihoods and a more open public sphere in 
Myitkyina. The past decade has, however, neither brought democracy nor peace to many eth-
nic minority communities in Myanmar’s borderlands. On the contrary, the past decade saw the 

The past decade has, however, 
neither brought democracy 

nor peace to many ethnic mi-
nority communities in Myan-

mar’s borderlands.
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perpetuation of militarized insecurities and indeed the escalation of civil war and ethnic violence 
in these parts of the country. This is why ethnic minorities in Myanmar have been more cautious 
in celebrating Myanmar’s transition.

In fact, activists from ethnic minority communities have long felt that their tangible concerns 
have been ignored by the international com-
munity, who started to flock to Naypyidaw in 
support of what they perceived as democra-
tization and peacebuilding since 2011. While 
donor support contributed to an increasingly 
vibrant civil society across Myanmar, it also 
meant a shift of funding from activist grassroots networks to militarized state bureaucracies, 
which co-opted development and peacebuilding initiatives for ethnocratic state-building and 
counterinsurgency. Viewing Myanmar’s transition primarily as a process of democratization—
rather than a more general reorganization of power—has thus not always contributed to but also 
undermined progressive change.

When conducting fieldwork for my book Rebel Politics, ethnic minority activists and resistance 
fighters often expressed strong resentments of what they saw as a misconstrued international 
strategy towards Myanmar. Many felt not only as if the international community ignored their 
concerns over issues such as the escalating war in parts of Myanmar’s borderlands, continued 
military campaigns in ceasefire territories, and investment-induced displacement in ethnic mi-
nority regions. They also felt pressured by Western diplomats and INGOs to participate in what 
they saw as a deeply flawed peace process, as otherwise they might be sidelined as “hardliners” 
and “warmongers”.

These activists are under no illusion that the return to full-fledged military rule will improve their 
dire plight. As expressed by the ethnic minority Karen News outlet: “Burma’s democracy façade 
has broken—coup or not, ethnic people expect more of the same—displacement, land grabs 
and militarisation.” Their hope, however, is that their voices will at least be taken more seriously 
by the international community. Their critical analysis throughout Myanmar’s period of “democ-
ratization” urges us to listen more closely indeed.

These activists are under no 
illusion that the return to full-

fledged military rule will improve 
their dire plight. 
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Welcome to 1869, the Cornell University Press podcast. I’m Jonathan 
Hall. This episode we speak with Arnout van der Meer, author of Per-
forming Power: Cultural Hegemony, Identity and Resistance in Colonial In-
donesia. Arnout is an Assistant Professor in History at Colby College. 
His research explores the importance of material in visual culture, such 
as dress, architecture, deference rituals and symbols of power for both 
the legitimization of colonial authority, as well as its contestation in turn 
of the 20th century Indonesia. We spoke to Arnout about how a photo-
graphic collection of Dutch colonial officials in Java sparked his interest 
in researching the topic of his new book, how the use of cultural history 
has unveiled new insights on the development of Indonesia that have up 
to this point been missed by other more traditional historical approaches, 
and how individual acts of rebellion against Dutch colonial power by In-
donesians helped subvert the state from the grassroots up. Hello, Arnout. 
Welcome to the podcast.

Yeah, Jonathan, thank you. Thank you for having me.

Well, we’re very excited about your new book, Performing Power: Cultur-
al Hegemony, Identity and Resistance in Colonial Indonesia. It’s been pub-
lished by our imprint Southeast Asia Program Publications. And thanks 
to the Sustainable History Monograph Pilot and the Mellon Foundation, 
the book is available now for free as an open access ebook. So we encour-
age our listeners to go to our website, as well as JSTOR, Project Muse 
or even Kindle for that matter, you can download the free ebook, but it’s 
also going to be available as a paperback in August. We encourage our 
listeners to get both to have the ebook and then you can also have the 
hard copy, which is great. So tell us now How did this book come about? 
What’s the backstory to this project? That’s, you know, and that’s always 
such a intriguing question, because in hindsight, right, you start wonder-
ing, where did this project begin?

As you know, and a lot of other scholars know, sometimes that’s not that 
clear to you, when you set out right when when is the moment you really 
embark on a project. But I do think for me, if there is a moment, it actual-
ly was in grad school, when you’re kind of you’re looking for what’s going 
to be your larger dissertation project. And in my case, that meant that I 
was talking to my academic advisor at the time, Michael Adas, Rutgers 
University. And he showed me this this great photographic collection of 
images in colonial Indonesia, of Dutch colonial officials, who are basi-
cally surrounded by a Javanese status symbols, who are being honored 
in job with new Japanese etiquette, Japanese deference, traditional def-
erence forms, but also pictures off the docks, living in houses that are 
clearly inspired by Javanese architecture that are wearing clothing that is 
very clearly mimicked. Or there’s very clear 30, mimicking Javanese dress 
styles. And his questions were very basic and simple, like, what is going 
on here? How do we make sense of these images? And illustrates does 
as well too is the fairgrounds as the plays a big part in one of my chap-
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ters, chapter six, and colonial fairgrounds were really intriguing places. 
During the late colonial era, the Dutch, basically stimulated D create the 
creation of large fairgrounds in most of our cities. And these were mas-
sive success. They drew a lot of visitors, for instance, in Batavia as fair-
grounds, at its peak drew 500,000 visitors in about two weeks. So it run 
for only two weeks at these fairgrounds to Colonial state would offer a lot 
of our digital displays. Showing how, of course to the lodge after colonial 
state was beneficial to local artists and industries. It would show tradi-
tional performances of duration Performing Arts, but it would also have 
actually the majority of the fairgrounds would consist of stands for mod-
ern Western companies. And these are companies a lot of them from the 
Netherlands and from Japan, but also from United States, big companies 
that we still have with us today that are trying to sell consumer products. 
We also have a lot of modern entertainments for movie theaters to gas 
performances to modern restaurants. So these are really intriguing plac-
es where culture really serves to legitimize, but also contest power. And 
what we see here then is that visitors to these fairs use these fairgrounds 
then also as a way to experiment with their identity and also to challenge 
colonial hierarchies. So for instance, in 1907, that’s what is fair, I read in 
a European weekly, the frustration of a European journalist who basically 
was was angry with what he called the modernized Javanese, I think, rid-
icule, because that’s their initial response of the doctors to ridicule this. 
So he ridiculed the Japanese were wearing strange hats and a striped tie 
a, basically a chain, watch a dress shirt, perhaps a black jacket, but also at 
the same time, a traditional saddle. And they kind of ridiculed this as a 
way of almost disarming the attempt. But what we see here is really the 
emergence of experiments with appearance to become modern, also to 
separate people on your power. Because by the late 1920s, and 1930s, the 
modernized Javanese has become omnipresent at these fairgrounds. So 
what I’m describing a chapter of precisely how we go from that moment 
in 1907, when the Dutch are completely taken aback by this particular 
occurrence, to the late 1920s, where the modernized Japanese is, is ev-
erywhere. And there’s one great example in that chapter of how a Dutch 
woman there is a wooden submarine and a bus or Gumby or the Jakarta 
affair. And he she wants to basically lift up her son so that her son can 
look through the periscope. And at that particular moment, a Japanese 
man addresses her induction. He’s fully dressed in European clothes, 
and he dresses her in Dutch. And basically, he says, Well, you know, do 
you need a hand? But she says, No, no, it’s fine. She cleans the periscope 
with the handkerchief and the Japanese men said, Oh, that’s very smart. 
And that’s very hygienic. and European woman is kind of amazed by this, 
because in her diary, she wrote down Well, it almost looked, they treated 
me and they almost spoke to me as if they were my equals. And she was 
really kind of taken aback by this, he was surprised by this. That was not 
how the Japanese or Tunisians behaved a few decades earlier. So I think it 
really shows how to fairgrounds art is a great kind of prison where we can 
look at the performance of colonial power in an intriguing way.



Wow. It makes me angry, do hearing these some of these stories, because 
you just see this inequality and this assumption that, you know, how dare 
they dress like a European? Yeah, how dare they dress, you know, or they 
have the pocket watch, or they’re trying to copy us and we have the power 
and they shouldn’t and any type of emulation of us is a threat. 

Yeah, no, it’s what’s really fascinating and, and also how it develops. And 
I, you know, I haven’t even gotten to that particular part. But what hap-
pens is, of course, initially the 19th century to dodge kind of behave like 
Japanese lords, like Japanese aristocrats, but then around 1913, that starts 
to shift. And then suddenly, they go all in on their own maturity. So they 
want to contrast their own modernity with that of the Indonesians. So 
every Indonesian who starts to dress, let’s say, as a European is sudden-
ly a threat, and ever needs to be ridiculed. Right? Because you want to 
put that down. And you want to kind of present yourself as ever more 
modern, which essentially, is the essence of the civilizing mission dis-
courses, this notion of We Are The superior civilization, we’re gonna, 
we’re gonna bring you along, right. But of course, the racist element is 
a civilizing mission also means that the Dutch never truly believe that 
Indonesians can become as advanced as they are. And it’s that paradox. 
Fourth, that it’s very palpable, and all of these encounters. And that’s, 
that’s, that’s the thing, what makes this project so fascinating to me. But 
also, I think the parallels sometimes with other moments in time are 
really intriguing to not just in sort of the history of colonial societies, but 
I think Yeah, you can, you can look at, you can use the same framework 
to look at more contemporary societies as well. No, definitely, definitely. 
Yeah. I don’t know. That’s just a, it was a, it was a fun project to do. Also 
a pretty complex because you have to find all these individual examples, 
and nuggets and then tie them together. In a way that makes sense. And 
I think that was the hardest part. That was the hardest part of the project. 
Sounds like what’s next on the next project that you’re on? So that there 
are some some loose some loose change, as they say, right from this 
project? So there’s a short article, actually. So at Cornell, I don’t know 
maybe you need to guess the of course, there was a big conference on T 
two years ago, okay. And I gave a, I was one of the speakers there. And I 
gave a talk on tea in Indonesia. So I have an article on tea and Indonesia, 
where I basically also talk about how tea basically emerges as this colo-
nial drink but it becomes a patriotic drink and I describe that process of 
how tea then becomes or is appropriate. By Indonesian nationals tea, you 
know what we’re going to not accept that the Dutch control this because 
it’s grown in Indonesian soil, it’s grown with Indonesian labor. This is 
ours now. I’m describing that process of how do we move from seeing 
it simply as a colonial product to that’s one and the other has to do with 
mountain resorts in Indonesia, and how essentially the Dutchman basi-
cally mountain resorts created modern, basically more modern tourist 
destinations. And just raising the question of what is that problematic? 
or What does it mean that tourists today go to the same destinations 
that the colonial Dutch selected 100 years ago. And in many cases, they 
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selected specific locations because it actually emphasized and helped le-
gitimize their colonial power and their colonial rhetoric. So what does it 
mean that we as modern day tourists actually are following those same 
footsteps. We’re reinforcing that. Yeah. But the bigger project that comes 
after this is probably as it goes back to the fairgrounds, because I was so 
intrigued but a fairgrounds for this project. And I discovered that in the 
Philippines, something very similar was going on in Darien was called 
the Manila carnival. And in French Indochina, something similar was 
going on where I was called to Florida, Hanoi. And I also connected, I 
also found various connections between these events to so before of our 
step that would travel through Southeast Asia to visit all these events, for 
instance. So I think the next project is going to be on these fairs kind of 
as a vehicle both of so very much in the same theme, looking at culture, 
looking at these places of encounter, but I think also making a larger, 
larger argument about globalization, and consumerism. You know, I of-
ten talk to my students about this, and you know, all of these things, 
if you understand colonial societies from from the late 19th, early 20th 
century, and we really does help you understand societies today, right? 
You really need to, you really need to kind of study these to understand 
what is going on today. What are we talking here about the United States, 
clearly has a very different colonial history, but also very problematic one, 
but a lot of these narratives and discourses are very similar. And then it’s 
interesting to note you can apply to to African countries, Asian countries 
of European countries, it’s it’s really, yeah, I think, really key to under-
standing our modern world.

Yeah, I think it’s brilliant, tied in with globalization, those fairs. We see 
the ramifications of those now with all the advertising all the social me-
dia, all the consumerism that’s everywhere in the world now.

Yeah. So yeah, so deliberate. That’s the other thing, right? It’s that and I 
think that’s the other part about my book that I found so interesting. It’s 
all of these things are deliberate. I didn’t we didn’t just become consum-
ers, right. We were made to be consumers. And it’s, it’s presented to us 
as a choice, but it’s not.

Oh, no. And even even the history within that within the United States of 
we’re after World War Two, the advertisers saying hey, we can create this 
whole system based on advertising. And the old way was, you have one 
item that you purchase, and you you fix it and repair it, and and hold on 
to it, as long as you can be very frugal. And we got it, they had to change 
the culture to say no disposable, get the new thing, then improve thing. 
That’s all just within 60 70 years. 

Yeah. Yeah, it’s, it’s, it’s no, no, that’s why well, you know, this is why his-
tory is amazing, because he thinks, and it’s also I think cultural history 
is so amazing, because it it approaches these kinds of questions from a 
different angle. So rather than looking at politics or economics, right, we 
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are asking this question more from from the cultural realm, but also, I 
feel more from the perspective of the consumer and perspective. 

Yeah, I think that’s, that makes this really fascinating. And it’s more re-
latable, is I’m just speaking for myself, you know, I can relate as a, you 
know, a consumer or someone who has experienced this type of cultur-
al conditioning, versus the big theater, the big politicians, the Western 
governments are doing. It’s, it’s more accessible to the average reader. 
Because it’s double.

Yeah, yeah. No, I think that’s it. That’s actually a great point about my 
Yeah, I’m gonna use that for my own book. Well, because as you were 
saying, It’s like when you when you read through, like, I haven’t, same 
with with whatever, first about summer, so no, and it was like dozens of 
pages and you read through his words about how he experienced that 
particular moment. And, and then, if that’s what it is, right, it is relat-
able because you could feel that anxiety and you could feel that, that that 
that uncomfortable moment. And, and I feel it without actually knowing 
how it must have failed in a colonial relationship and a power dynamic 
is so unequal, so it must have taken him incredible courage to actually 
because he stands up to his bus. He doesn’t show up for work for two 
months. He continued work, other part of his work as a public prose-
cutor, with a judge who is my more lenient. And he only comes back 
later on when the Governor General himself has intervened and basical-
ly scolded the European official for for, for his behavior. And it’s, yeah, 
for him. Yeah. And it sets in motion a whole series of offense, which 
eventually sees some more sono transferred by you a few months later 
to another station. But it also means that the Governor General has basi-
cally put out a new circular that decrees that all European civil servants 
need to behave with great respect to Indonesians that they can no longer 
demand traditional deference. And that if they will, that they will have to 
face the consequences from his office. And most importantly, that docu-
ment that circular is picked up by the vernacular press by the Indonesian 
press, and they publish it in MLA as well. And then it’s being used as 
document, you know, at political rallies, but also, it’s read at just just, you 
know, local town halls. And then people are reading a document saying, 
civil servants are there to serve the people not to rule the people. And it 
becomes this this powerful moment. So out of that one, small encounter 
something really big emerges. And that’s what my what of course, I talk-
ed about in the book. That’s it becomes a really empowering moment.

Yeah, unfortunately, example of civil disobedience. It’s a Rosa Parks mo-
ment for Yes, yeah. Yeah. A person’s action effects the whole group.

Yeah, exactly. Yeah. And so far, this person has been unknown. Because 
our focus has always been on political parties, no political movements. 
And while he’s involved in some of those political parties and movements, 
in many ways, his actions led to this particular circle or an epic or circu-
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lar, I argue is so important in seeing this and the circulars announced 
in August 1913. And in September and October 1913, the newspapers in 
Indonesia suddenly full with men with small messages of like, teachers 
in Jakarta are changing your saddle for trousers and railroad personnel 
in London are changing yourself and for trousers, and because one of 
the things that they figured out is if we’re going to trousers, we cannot be 
asked to sit on the ground anymore. So in 1913, in reaction to the circular, 
a lot of young Indonesians immediately begin wearing trousers of sig-
naling their newfound basically self confidence of signaling their desire 
for respect to be treated with equality. And they do so unmask, which is 
19, late 1932. Newspapers are filled with messages like this, and nobody 
has picked up on it.

That’s so powerful, so powerful. in plain sight, you reading this in news-
papers, but it’s amazing, you know, you’re the first historian to pick up 
on this, you know.

Look, look at what’s going on, versus, you know, versus let’s looking at 
these officials in the government. It’s, the timing is so key, right, because 
it’s so tied to what happens with super Soto. And the timing explains 
them, this particular changing in dress. And in basically in reaction to 
this, a lot of the Dutch who were still wearing at least at home, dress 
akin to Japanese clothes. Suddenly, we’re now forced to Europeanized 
themselves. To keep that contrast between colonizer and colonized. The 
moment of colonized start wearing European clothes, Europeans cannot 
keep wearing Javanese clothes. So they have to stop. And I think this is 
great because it shows power. It shows that the colonial relationship is 
not just about power from the colonizer here is to colonize with power. 
They are forcing change in a cultural way, not a political way. And I think 
that’s,

Yeah, that’s one of the bottom up to grass roots from the bottom up. Yep, 
yep. Oh, that’s great. That’s great. Wow, we’re so we’re so honored that 
we’re publishing your book. This is cutting stuff. I hope so. I hope so. 
Yeah, it is it is. That’s fantastic. Well, again, so good talking with you. 
And congratulations on your new book. cultural hegemony, identity and 
resistance in colonial Indonesia. It was a pleasure talking with you. 

I know. Yeah. That was all mine. Really, this was, this was a lot of fun. 
And, yeah, thank you so much, Jonathan. I really appreciate it.

That was arnout VanderMeer, author of Performing Power, Cultural Hege-
mony, Identity and Resistance in Colonial Indonesia.
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sequencing, layering, outflanking, and out-
gunning. These mechanisms are likely to be 
at play elsewhere as well and contribute to the 
literature on civil war.

3. What will attract your colleagues in the firld 
to this book?

The book provides original conceptual and 
theoretical contributions. In studying peace 
processes and conflict resolution, we identify 
and theorize a third alternative – “winning by 
process” – between resolution through war 
(what we call “winning by war”) and through 
political settlement (what we call “winning 
by agreement”). This readily exportable 
concept will likely stimulate discussions in 
the literature on peace processes. Our book 
also suggests five key mechanisms through 
which the state can win by process: locking-in, 

2. How will your book make a difference?

We argue that it is way too optimistic to see 
the changes of the last decade as gains for 
ethnic minorities toward their goal of feder-
alism. We make the controversial point that 
the last decade reveals instead the ability of 
the Tatmadaw and the civilian government 
to use the process to its advantage and make 
gains toward its own vision for the Myanmar 
state. As a result, the coup interrupted what 
was actually a winning strategy, one that in-
creasingly neutralized rather than empowered 
ethnic minority groups.

“We continue to share much grief for the losses 
that the population in Myanmar suffered again.” 

three Questions with
JACQUES BERTRAND, ALEXANDRE PELLETIER 
& ARDETH MAUNG THAWNGHMUNGL
authors of Winning by Process

1. What inspired you to write this book?

We were deeply alarmed at how rapidly the 
political situation deteriorated after February 
2021. Many of the people who helped us were 
suddenly not only silenced, but also their 
lives were threatened. We continue to share 
much grief for the losses that the population 
in Myanmar suffered once again.
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About one year into the Philippine war on drugs August 2017, we received the 
following Facebook post from Maria, a longtime friend. It had been posted by 
the  children of her deceased neighbors:

To my parents, rest in peace. Thank you for every thing that you have 
done to raise us. I am sorry I was not able to do anything when you 
 were targeted. The  people in the adjacent  house  were the target. It is very 
painful especially when I heard my parents screaming as they  were shot. 
The police did not stop  there; they also threw a grenade on them. My 
parents  were good  people; they did not cross anyone. Why did you have 
to kill them even if they  were not your targets?! What you did was un-
believable. You even told the media that my parents transacted with you 
[the police] at around 2 a.m. Are you stupid? You broke into our  house, 
destroyed our gate. And the grenade, you sons of bitches, you ran away 
before you threw it and you did not let us out of the room. You also did 
not allow the media to talk to our neighbors so that they  will not tell 
about the crimes you have committed. Justice please! (Facebook post 
translated by Karl Hapal, August 18, 2017)

This was not the first post Maria shared with us from our field site in Bagong 
Silang, a huge urban area in the northern part of Metro Manila. Areas such as 
this had become the epicenters of the war. The social media update alludes to 
many of the war’s hallmarks: accusations of drug dealing and overwhelming vio-
lence and assertions of police acting in self- defense when arresting  people to 
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avoid discussions of responsibility. In the following days, residents of the com-
munity shared pictures of the deceased victims and discussions ensued as to the 
legitimacy of the killings. While many focused on the brutality and on the in-
nocence and virtue of the victims,  others commented that the  family was in-
deed involved through two  children who sold drugs (not the adjacent  family 
mentioned in the post). Maria embodied  these torturous discussions. She was 
horrified about the brutality while at the same time noting that the police had 
targeted the wrong  people and, by implication, that killing the child drug- dealers 
would somehow have been legitimate. Scenes like this became a staple of media 
reports across the Philippines as thousands lost their lives, resulting in haunt-
ing discussions of the legitimacy of the war, who should live, and the impact of 
the war on social relations from the national to the local level.

The war on drugs and the ensuing vio lence began as Rodrigo Duterte assumed 
the presidency of the Philippines  after a comfortable victory in June 2016. Duterte 
had won the elections on a promise to conduct a war on drugs and so- called drug 
personalities— dealers and addicts— who  were said to undermine and destroy 
Philippine society. This book sets out to explore three interrelated questions: How 
did violent conflict over drugs become so omnipresent? How  will the drug war 
end and with what consequences? Why was it exactly that poor, urban areas in 
the Manila area like Bagong Silang came to dominate in the numbers of dead? 
In regard to the first question, many observers agree that it was the election of 
Duterte that enabled a rise in drug- related vio lence and killings by police.1 This 
image has been reproduced in much of the documentation from  human rights 
organ izations that aim to place a smoking gun in the hands of the president (Am-
nesty International 2017;  Human Rights Watch 2017). However, while we cer-
tainly concur that Duterte has been impor tant in establishing the conditions 
necessary for the large- scale slaughter, what happens in places like Bagong Si-
lang relates to wider sociopo liti cal histories rather than a singular moment re-
sulting from Duterte’s election. In this way, the ultimate aim of the book is to 
explore what happens to a place and its  people during extraordinary times.

The name Bagong Silang literally translates as “new birth.” It was the brain-
child of a  dying dictatorship, and especially of Imelda Marcos, who had been 
charged with the responsibility for urban development in Manila in order to re-
alize the dream of Bagong Lipunan, Marcos’s “New Society.” For years it was 
referred to as La Kubeta (“The Toilet”). It is easy to imagine how it could be con-
strued as populated by what Balibar (2001) calls  human garbage flushed out of 
the expanding metropolis. However, the name supposedly was coined by a jour-
nalist who was given a tour of the enormous site from the air and saw the end-
less rows of toilet fixtures that marked each 90- square- meter plot.  These plots 
extended for miles. Residents  were supposed to build their  houses around the 
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toilet fixtures. This marked Bagong Silang off as a resettlement site. When it was 
built, it was some 20 kilo meters outside the city, far away from most economic 
activity. In this way, it became the quin tes sen tial place for surplus  people, with 
above- average unemployment and poverty rates. Rather than being the embodi-
ment of productive informality,  those who ended up in Bagong Silang had lost 
the  battle for the right to stay in the city.

Bagong Silang was also born amid conflict and violent politics. Located as it 
was at the frontier of the metropolitan area, it constituted the frontline between 
the Maoist insurgency of the New  People’s Army (NPA) and the government. 
According to our older in for mants, NPA soldiers, known as taong labas (out-
side  people), regularly came into Bagong Silang. Partly as a consequence of this 
incursion, the military had a large presence in the area. Furthermore, residents 
of particularly rebellious parts of Manila  were evicted and relocated to Bagong 
Silang. This was the case with what was known as the Diliman commune, a set-
tlement based on an alliance between students from the University of the Phil-
ippines and urban informal settlers, as well as well- organized settlers from the 
old harbor district of Tondo, who formed the iconic organ ization ZOTO (Zone 
One Tondo Organ ization) for poor urban settlers (Karaos 1993). Moreover, it had 
a reputation for crime and drug dealing as well as gang vio lence.  After the first 
years of unrest and instability, the area gradually settled into what it is  today. 
Nonetheless, Bagong Silang has maintained its reputation of being a place rife 
with criminality and vio lence.

In this way, Bagong Silang had long been a killing zone, but it had also been 
an exclusion zone, a surplus  people zone, and a relocation zone. This is illustra-
tive of the bifurcation of Philippine society, in which some  people are worth less 
than  others in ways that give them an uncanny resemblance to colonial, racial-
ized  others (Stoler 2016). Therefore, to explain the vio lence in Bagong Silang and 
answer our other questions, we need to turn to an examination of Philippine 
politics beyond dominant perspectives on Duterte and the elite. The drug war 
and its consequences cannot be reduced to violent and sovereign practices of dis-
posing of unwanted populations. Neither can an understanding of what hap-
pens in Bagong Silang be solely based on elite politics and a focus on big men, 
patronage, elite culture, and pop u lism,  factors that have dominated the analy sis 
of Philippine politics for de cades. Instead, we propose to explore communal in-
timate politics. This requires a serious examination of intricate webs of rela-
tionships, forms of vio lence, and exchange relations both animated by and ani-
mating the war on drugs.

This book aims to make two overarching contributions, one that is empiri-
cal, or historically specific, and a second that is conceptual, or theoretical. First, 
in empirical terms, the book offers a reading of the historical specificities of the 
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drug war as it occurred in one place in Manila. We aim to explore the conse-
quences of the war in places like Bagong Silang rather than exploring the drug 
war in its own right. We contend that an understanding of the war on drugs and 
its consequences can only be achieved by examining what preceded it and the 
conditions that made it pos si ble in specific places. This compels us to explore 
how vio lence and conflict animated communal life before the war, how local pol-
itics was carried out, and how the state, notably the police, conducted them-
selves. This perspective treats the drug war as a product of what Neferti Tadiar 
(2009, 9) calls historical experience. Tadiar explores how domination and power 
animate, without fully colonizing, revolutionary, gendered, or urban subaltern 
subjectivity in the Philippines.2 In her analy sis, previous experiences and ways 
of surviving a crisis are ingrained parts of experiencing and dealing with the 
pre sent crisis. The historical continuities of violent tendencies of the state are 
readily apparent if we draw from the Bagong Silang experience. Acts of vio lence 
by the police, even killings,  were already frequent, even though they  were not as 
rampant as during the drug war. Without this longitudinal view, we risk describ-
ing the war as a fleeting moment of vio lence.

Second, conceptually, we aim to contribute to the understanding of local pol-
itics, especially in relation to vio lence in the Philippines, within Southeast 
Asian studies. Our approach draws on feminist and anthropological studies of 
politics and vio lence, a lit er a ture to which the discussion of the war situated in 
Manila can also respond. However, the main aim is to contribute to Philippine 
and Southeast Asian studies of vio lence and intimate politics. To a significant 
extent, Philippine historiography and studies have been preoccupied with un-
derstanding politics and vio lence from the top down. The top- down approach 
has produced substantial and impor tant insights that have animated our analy-
sis.3 However, to echo, for instance, Wataru Kusaka (2017b) as well as  earlier crit-
ics, we stress the need to take seriously what we could call politics from below, 
or subaltern approaches.4 We home in on communal forms of affective relation-
ality as they are informed and animated— but not determined—by structural 
forms of oppression and vio lence. Our data provides impor tant insights into how 
 people deal with police vio lence through a combination of both vertical and hori-
zontal social relations, money, and what is referred to as diskarte, that is, the abil-
ity to deal with and survive ongoing crisis- like situations (Jensen and Hapal 2018, 
45). Our data illustrates how policing regimes are maintained, justified, or regu-
lated based on the interactions among and between vari ous communal actors. 
While forms of dealing with vio lence have been reconfigured as a result of the 
drug war, our analy sis shows that they continue to affect how  people respond, 
serving as models for action that are slightly out of sync. We suggest that we 
should understand local politics as more than functions of or reactions to elite 
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po liti cal culture or a bifurcated space pitting the poor against the elite. Instead, 
we propose to focus as well on the intricate horizontal and vertical relations and 
how they are entangled with relations to and exchanges with authority— state or 
nonstate— locally. As we show,  there is a perpetual conflict, which is often violent, 
between aspirations of equality and social hierarchies, which is folded into inti-
mate relations at the local level. It is this configuration that we attempt to capture 
through the concepts of communal intimacy and the vio lence of politics.

Based on  these remarks, the remainder of this introduction is intended to ac-
complish four  things. In the first two sections, we address and elaborate on the 
empirical and conceptual contributions of the book. First, we briefly introduce 
the war on drugs, asking what kind of event it was. In the second section, we 
unpack the conceptual lens suggested  earlier by situating it within politics in 
Bagong Silang as well as thematic, and especially anthropological, studies on in-
timacy, vio lence, and conflict in the Philippines. In the third section, we situate 
our research methodologically in Bagong Silang as a social space in the broader 
national and metropolitan economy and in its history of vio lence, dispossession, 
and displacement. In the final section, we introduce the diff er ent chapters that 
make up this book and explain how each contributes to the overall narrative of 
the book.

The War on Drugs
Much has already been written about the war on drugs and it makes  little sense 
to rehearse all  these discussions.5 However, in order to explain our arguments, 
a few remarks are necessary. The war on drugs began quite literally in late 
June 2016, when President Duterte took over the reins of government. Duterte’s 
war on drugs was based on his conviction that illegal drugs  were destroying the 
Philippines. In his election campaign, he managed to convince the public of a 
drug crisis in the Philippines and called for immediate action. Calling the Philip-
pines a “narco- state,” in which drugs had become a threat to national security and 
the integrity of the nation, Duterte claimed that the number of drug users had 
reached a high of four million. He built the campaign on the back of his reputation 
from the southern city of Davao, where he and his  family had been  running local 
politics for de cades. As he became known for his crackdown on crime in Davao, 
which earned him the nickname of “the Punisher,” Duterte gained momentum. 
His strong message of law and order resonated with voters, and he ultimately won 
the election in a comfortable victory in May 2016. While the  actual extent of the 
drug prob lem is a  matter of debate, Duterte activated fear and anxiety among the 
population— Curato (2016) referred to this as a “latent anxiety”— through which 
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he successfully inscribed a narrative about a drug crisis by highlighting drugs as 
the single most serious threat to society (Quimpo 2017).6

Immediately  after Duterte assumed office, the chief of police signed a plan 
that put into action the war on drugs. The action plan was dubbed the “Double 
Barrel”; the first barrel was aimed at the high- level drug dealers and merchants 
and the second barrel was aimed at identifying and reforming drug addicts. This 
second barrel became known as Oplan Tokhang (literally, Operation Knock and 
Plead). In this effort, the police would make rounds in the communities to con-
vince drug personalities to desist from drug use and reform through offers of 
rehabilitation. The police acted based on so- called watch lists, compiled by lo-
cal authorities, information from the public, or drug addicts turning themselves 
in. While the lists formed part of a potentially benevolent and supportive inter-
vention, the watch lists often turned into kill lists. Officially, the police and the 
government vehemently denied this. However, local policing agents  were quite 
open about the connection between the lists and the killings. One asserted, “The 
 really bad  people  here, the most bad ones [sic], they hurt  people. I give the name 
to the police, then  after a while, maybe two days . . .  [they are] gone” (quoted in 
Warburg and Jensen 2020a, 10). He made a gesture with his hand across his 
throat, leaving  little doubt as to what he meant. In the early phases of the war, 
many drug addicts turned themselves in, but as this came to be known locally 
as a “passport to death,” fewer risked following the advice of the police.

It has been notoriously difficult to establish the death toll in relation to the 
war on drugs. According to official statistics, the Philippine National Police re-
corded 27,928 killings between July 1, 2016, and July 31, 2018. Of  these, 4,410 
deaths occurred in “legitimate antidrug operations,” in which police shot  people 
as they  were resisting arrest or in self- defense. “Hom i cide cases  under investi-
gation” accounted for the remaining 23,518 deaths (Philippine National Police 
[PNP] 2018; Santos 2018). Few of our in for mants in Bagong Silang, at least, har-
bored any doubts about the involvement of the police and collaboration with 
vigilantes in some of the killings. Elsewhere (Warburg and Jensen 2020a), draw-
ing on Erwin Goffman, we suggest that the police and the government made 
use of a repre sen ta tional front in which they acted inside the par ameters of the 
law, not killing anyone without due pro cess except for a few rogue ele ments and 
in cases of self- defense. A practical backstage in which the police acted with im-
punity complemented this repre sen ta tional front stage. The effect has not been 
to obscure the violent practices but rather to allow Duterte to escape  legal re-
sponsibility while consolidating po liti cal power and support through his role as 
the “Punisher,” who single- handedly rid the Philippines of the drug scourge. 
Duterte and his chief of police had successfully employed the same strategy of 



their entanglement with existing power rela-
tionships. I wish that political scientists would 
approach insights from Area Studies not as 
data to be tapped, but as critical theoretical 
knowledge necessary to advance the field of 
Political Science. I wish that Political Science 
was not as white, masculine, and structured 
by the coloniality of power, but at the forefront 
of critical feminist and decolonial movements 
of thought.

better integrate historical material and theo-
retical discussions into the different thematic 
chapters of the book.

3. How do you wish you could change the field?

During my undergraduate studies, I was 
taught that the core of Political Science is the 
study of power, but I soon learned that many 
political scientists refuse to reflect on power 
relationships in knowledge production and 
the methodologies they use. I wish that more 
political scientists had the courage to question 
their own epistemological assumptions and 

was actually their openness that made me 
change the subject of my research.

2. What do you wish you had known when you 
started writing your book, that you know now? 

Many editors warn PhD graduates from 
attempting to transform their thesis into a 
book, but for me, the process of rewriting 
constituted a big chance. When writing the 
PhD, I was very concentrated on my empirical 
material, but the conceptual key to structuring 
my material as part of a larger argument only 
came years later when I engaged with postcolo-
nial approaches, and decided to conceptualize 
southern Thai counterinsurgency as an inte-
gral part of the Thai imperial formation. This 
conceptual argument has also allowed me to 

“Once there, however, I realized that accessing the 
movement was very difficult, particularly because I 

speak Thai but not the local Malay dialect.”

three Questions with
RUTH STREICHER
author of Uneasy Military Encounters

1. What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

For my PhD, I had actually planned to work 
on the resistance movement in southern 
Thailand. Once there, however, I realized that 
accessing the movement was very difficult, 
particularly because I speak Thai but not the 
local Malay dialect. At the same time, I came 
into contact with Thai military personnel who 
were very interested in my research, and eager 
to present their counterinsurgency efforts to 
me. Many people ask me how I was able to 
access the Thai military for this book, but it 
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 THE LIMITS OF PANCASILA AS A 
FRAMEWORK FOR PLURALISM 

 Chiara Formichi 

 Indonesia, a country of over 250 million people, made of 18,000 islands, 1,300 
ethnic groups, and over 300 languages, built itself as an independent nation-state 
grounded on a commitment to “Unity in Diversity” (or  Bhinneka Tunggal Ika ). 
This motto, etched on each and every reproduction of the national emblem, was 
a match to the postcolonial republic’s founding philosophy, illustrated by Presi-
dent Sukarno (1901–67) in 1945 and referred to as the Pancasila (i.e., the Five 
Principles of nationalism   [ kebangsaan ], humanitarianism [ perikemanusiaan ], 
deliberation among representatives [ permusyawaratan-perwakilan ], social wel-
fare   [ kesejahteraan ] and the belief in One God   [ ketuhanan ]). 

 Seventy years after the proclamation of independence, this edited volume 
opens a number of windows on how the Indonesian state, its government bodies, 
civil society groups, and individuals have experienced Pancasila as a framework 
for the attempted integration of minorities and majorities across the archipe-
lagic state. Written by scholars of Indonesia belonging to a variety of disciplinary 
backgrounds including anthropology, sociology, history, political science, and 
religious studies, the chapters in this volume flesh out the identity of Pancasila as 
a philosophy and ideology that enabled postcolonial Indonesia to portray itself 
as an inclusive container for many different peoples—even if it meant mold-
ing Hinduism into the “one book, one prophet, one god” paradigm, thus arm-
wrestling an established religious tradition into a “new form” that would fit under 
the framework. They also examine the historical and political trajectories that 
have brought about a less sophisticated and more contradictory situation, in 
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which public discourses depicting Islam in Indonesia as localized and tolerant 
run parallel to the strengthening, and public affirmation of exclusivist majoritar-
ian Islamism.   The chapters offer analyses of contemporary phenomena (Islamist 
majoritarianism) and events (the Ahok trial); the changing legal and social status 
of certain minority groups (from local beliefs to Tamil Hindus, Confucianism, 
and non-Sunni Muslims); interfaith relations (in Bali and Maluku); and the role 
of Islam in Indonesia’s foreign policy. 

 As the contributors to the volume explore the state of the Pancasila ideal 
and its contemporary implementation, the attention has been mostly attracted 
by its failures. Not only have Islamists been loud in voicing their concerns and 
fears about the threat of minorities but even so-called moderate Muslim groups 
who oppose calls to institutionalize Islam in Indonesia’s politics have all the 
same stopped short when attacks have been directed to LGBTQI+ groups and 
non-Sunni Muslims, for example. Facing infringements of their human rights, 
some officially recognized minorities (Protestants, Catholics, Hindus, Buddhists, 
and Confucians) have been able to advocate for themselves with mixed success 
through the Pancasila framework, but others—from Ahmadi and Shiʾi groups 
to atheists and followers of new religious groups—have been left without safe-
guards, proving the weakness of Indonesia’s institutionalized pluralism. 

 Investigations into Indonesia’s tolerance, the effective conditions of various 
minorities, and the role of the Pancasila ideology in politics remain productive 
themes of research. Karel Steenbrink has recently called Pancasila an “ambigu-
ous” concept, “used to stimulate, [but] also to control various manifestations of 
religions and to prevent conflicts” (2015, 34); similarly, Leo Suryadinata (2018) 
has stressed how the “pluralist” Pancasila ideology has at the same time been 
both used by the government and challenged by conservatives since the 1940s. 
In  Contentious Belonging , Greg Fealy and Ronit Ricci frame an exploration of how 
minorities “fit” in Indonesia; while they do not directly address the Pancasila 
framework, the institutional and cultural contexts covered throughout their vol-
ume were shaped by this founding ideology, as their observation that religious 
and ethnic minorities, differently-abled individuals, and LGBT communities 
“have variously been subject to condemnation or denigration .  .  . and in some 
cases have been target of violent attack” (2019, 2), is the inevitable outcome of the 
limited reach and impact of Pancasila on policy implementation today. 

 The Pancasila Framework 
 On June 1, 1945, Sukarno made his later-famous “Pancasila speech,” illustrating 
his vision for an independent Republic of Indonesia, a vision that rejected the 
idea of an Islamic state and more generally the idea of giving Islam any “special” 
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consideration in the constitutional text in favor of (supposedly) including all reli-
gions present in the Archipelago. In the subsequent weeks a compromise was 
attempted with representatives of the Islamic wing of the nationalist move-
ment, suggesting the addition of the so-called Jakarta Charter which would have 
sanctioned “the obligation for Muslims to follow Islamic law” (Soekarno, Hatta, 
et al. 2006, 209–10). Shortly after, the “Jakarta Charter” was deleted from the con-
stitution’s preamble and Pancasila was enshrined as the ideological foundation 
of the new nation-state. To compensate for the loss, the principle of monothe-
ism was given primacy (becoming listed as the first principle), and Islam was to 
function as the model; all recognized  agama s (religions) had to have a prophet, 
a holy book, and a single deity. This inevitably created difficulties for the coun-
try’s Hindus, Buddhists, and followers of local beliefs ( kepercayaan ). 

 In 1953, during a speech in Amuntai (South Kalimantan), Sukarno reinforced 
his initial approach, stating that “the state we want is a national state consist-
ing of all Indonesia. If we establish a state based on Islam, many areas whose 
population is not Islamic, such as the Moluccas, Bali, Flores, Timor, the Kai 
islands, and Sulawesi, will secede” (Feith 1962, 218).   Invoking the need to main-
tain the national boundaries as established by the Dutch, Sukarno continued to 
depict Pancasila as a cardinal pillar of the new, inclusive nation-state. A year 
later, Sukarno also further explained how the principle of monotheism should 
be understood to also be applicable to “the animist belief in spirits and ghosts” 
(Nasution 1965, 99). This latter statement was supposed to reinforce the inclu-
sivist claims of Pancasila and dispel concerns among followers of  kepercayaan  
(see Aragon, this volume) and non-Abrahamic religions (e.g., Hinduism—see Picard, 
this volume—but also Buddhism). But in fact it created even more of a backlash 
among certain groups of Muslims who understood this statement as endorsing 
“associationism” ( shirk , commonly translated in English as polytheism), a severe 
breach of Islam’s hard monotheism. 

 Groups within the nation’s Muslim communities have been advocating for (or 
demanding) an explicit reference to Islam in the constitution   ever since the June 1, 
1945, speech. An early core of dissent was to be found in the Masyumi and 
Sarekat Islam parties and in the Darul Islam/Islamic State of Indonesia move-
ment. With deep roots in colonial West Java, the Darul Islam had been shaped 
by S. M. Kartosuwiryo (1905–65), a nationalist journalist- cum -politician later 
seen as a rebel by Sukarno’s republic; after two decades of participation in for-
mal politics, Kartosuwiryo took the route of armed struggle and separatism in 
response to Sukarno’s diplomatic engagement with the Dutch after their invasion 
of Sumatra and Java in 1948. 

 Challenges to the Pancasila continued through the 1950s. Masyumi politi-
cians claimed that the nation’s Muslims should only support the Islamic State 
of Indonesia and that those who did not do so were hypocrites (Formichi 
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2012, 91). During a visit to Aceh shortly after the Amuntai speech mentioned 
above, Sukarno was received with banners reading, “We love the president, 
but we love religion more” (Feith 1962, 346).   If the insertion of Islam into the 
Indonesian constitution would have driven away non-Muslim regions, Sukar-
no’s Pancasila state was having the opposite effect. The “Manifesto of the Atjeh 
Rebels” issued by Daud Beureueh (later an affiliate of Kartosuwiryo’s Darul 
Islam) argued, “We shall therefore be the ones to secede from a state that is 
based upon nationalism” (Feith and Castle 1970, 212). 

 During Suharto’s repressive New Order regime (1968–98) Pancasila rhetoric 
became a pillar of both anticommunism (as belief in religion was used as an 
antiatheist, and therefore anticommunist, measure) and nationalism (new poli-
cies in the 1970s forced all political groups to declare Pancasila as their founding 
principle, an approach sanctioned in 1983 with the  azas tunggal , or “sole foun-
dation”). All attempts at bringing Islam into formal politics were regularly sup-
pressed. But as personal piety was instead fostered, Islam immediately resurfaced 
on the public sphere during  Reformasi  (referring to the reformation period that 
followed Suharto’s resignation in 1998). 

 Religion and  Reformasi  
 After the fall of Suharto, Islamic parties proliferated and during the 1999 par-
liamentary elections they received a third of the votes. The selection of Abdur-
rahman Wahid as president (1999–2001) reflected well the spirit of the time. On 
the one hand, as chairman of the largest Muslim organization, Nahdlatul Ulama 
(NU), Wahid matched the popular desire to see Islam represented at the top of 
the nation (it should be remembered that NU had been a political party in its own 
right until 1973). On the other hand, as a man committed to inclusivism—and 
I am careful here to connect Wahid and not NU at large to this commitment, 
as the role of NU youth groups in the post-1965 violence cannot be too easily 
brushed aside—Wahid also took a number of important steps in this era of 
reform: he recognized Confucianism as a sixth official religion; nominated 
renowned “liberal Muslims,” secularists, and Christians to important cabi-
net roles; and promoted the establishment of the first non-Sunni civil soci-
ety group, namely the All-Indonesian Assembly of Ahlul Bait [Family of the 
Prophet] Associations, (IJABI, Ikatan Jamaʾah Ahlul Bait Indonesia), whose 
mission was to include “lovers of the  ahl al-bayt  regardless of their  madh-
hab .”  1   Wahid’s term was however short-lived, as apparently was this spirit of 
inclusion. 
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 In the early days of the presidency of Wahid’s successor, Megawati Sukarnopu-
tri (2001–4), while communal   violence in Eastern Indonesia had just begun to 
subside (see Duncan 2013), parliament held discussions on the possibility of a 
constitutional amendment to include the Jakarta Charter. These failed, but in the 
following years attempts to Islamize the Indonesian state kept coming: the terror-
ist Acong exploded himself in the Sari Club on Kuta Beach on October 12, 2002, 
killing over two hundred people and claiming the memory of Kartosuwiryo’s 
struggle for an Islamic state of Indonesia as inspiration; the Majelis Mujahidin 
Indonesia (MMI), established in the year 2000, advocated for the insertion of 
 shariʾa  law in the penal code (Formichi 2012); the Indonesian branch of Hizbut 
Tahrir came out in the open and in 2007 hosted the first International Caliphate 
Conference, gathering about a hundred thousand Indonesians in Jakarta. 

 Despite general dissent against the establishment of Indonesia as a formal 
“Islamic state” (what that would look like remains contested and unclear), in 
the past twenty years  shariʾa  laws have in fact made their way into the Indo-
nesian legal corpus, largely within the post-Suharto framework of democracy 
and self-determination. An important mantra of the early years of  Reformasi  
was “decentralization,” a desire to diminish the power of Jakarta’s authority not 
only over the rest of the archipelago’s economy and natural resources but also 
over culture and education. Under this rubric, parliament passed the so-called 
Regional Autonomy Law as early as 2001. It did not take long before advocates 
of  shariʾa  turned this law into a vehicle for Islamizing the legal corpus from the 
bottom up. Peraturan Daerah Syariah ( shariʾa  -inspired regional regulations, also 
called  perda syariah ) have been implemented across the nation-state, enforcing 
social norms compliant with Islam: women have been required to wear head-
scarves and public servants have been tested for proficiency in Qurʾanic recita-
tion (Buehler 2016). It was this same umbrella law that allowed the promulgation 
of a  shariʾa  -inspired code in post-tsunami Aceh (Feener 2013). 

 Islam is the majority religion in Indonesia, and Islam does tend to grab the 
headlines more than other religions when it comes to demands for its official 
inclusion in political, legal, or societal structures. But it should not be ignored 
that Indonesia also has areas with different demographics. Hence, Christian-
majority regencies have also passed  perda injil  (local regulations inspired by 
the Bible), and since the 2002 Bali bombing, conservative Hindu groups in Bali 
have been making demands to protect Hinduism against encroaching Islamiza-
tion and Christianization. While Muslim-majority Lombok is on the rise as an 
international  halal  tourism destination and the government has suggested that 
all goods traded in Indonesia should be  halal  certified, stakeholders in Hindu-
majority Bali have called for Hindu  sukla  (“ritually pure”) food stalls; in all 
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cases, demographic majoritarianism was asserted as a prime aspect of policy-
making at the expense of inclusivism, legitimation of diversity, and ultimately 
pluralism. 

 Pluralism 
 The Pancasila principle of “belief in one god” ( ketuhanan ) was first coined and 
then further elaborated upon as a framework to keep the Indonesian nation-
state whole in the decolonization process, to avoid the secession of Christian, 
Hindu, and Animist areas. However, with the benefit of hindsight, one can see 
how the Pancasila framework created several problems in the following decades. 
Far from fostering a social and political environment conducive to pluralism, it 
instead encouraged religious belonging as a marker of exclusionary identity and 
the active marginalization of many Indonesian citizens across the archipelago. 

 The term “pluralism” is here deployed to refer to a condition of religious 
diversity in which all those present are validated as equally legitimate members 
of society. Echoing my previous engagement with the term (Formichi 2014b), 
I remain committed to this adoption of Michael Peletz’s definition of “gender 
pluralism” as he illustrated it first in his seminal article “Transgenderism and 
Gender Pluralism” (Peletz 2006), and later expanded it in the monograph  Gender 
Pluralism: Southeast Asia since Early Modern Times  (Peletz 2008). The question 
of where this legitimation should emerge from remains murky, and scholars have 
explored various ways in which local communities, neighborhoods, or society at 
large have endeavored to validate minority groups through the frame of “living 
together” and “everyday pluralism.”  2   This volume, however, is mostly concerned 
with exploring the impact of the Pancasila framework as a state ideology on the 
archipelago’s religious diversity and the policies Pancasila has inspired since the 
mid-1940s. Let us then return to this framework to see how it has interfaced with 
this (possibly utopian) ideal of religious pluralism. 

 First of all, the phrasing of the principle of “The One and Only God” 
( Yang Maha Esa ) created immediate epistemological difficulties for substan-
tial numbers of citizens-to-be; these difficulties are further reinforced by the 
embracing of an Abrahamic religion as model for the definition of “godly-
ness” ( ketuhanan ) and its related belief system.  Agama  became limiting as it 
came to mean “the peculiar combination in Sanskrit guise of a Christian view 
of what counts as a world religion, with a restrictive and prescriptive Islamic 
understanding of what defines a ‘true’ religion” (Picard, this volume). Hindu-
ism and Buddhism both had to undergo major reforms to be recognized as 
 agama  by the Ministry of Religious Affairs. 
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and translators from different parts of the 
word—and a better allocation of resources to 
achieve this—so that international audiences 
can increasingly enjoy the work of upcoming 
authors from other continents.

inaccessible Dutch archive.

3. How do you wish you could change the field?

I hope the field will realize more deeply the 
importance of translation and especially trans-
lators as struggling human beings. Outside 
the West, they are often underappreciated 
and underpaid. This often leads to exploit-
ative practices in which better funded inter-
national organizations translate, say, modern 
Indonesian literature in ways that do not 
always respect the original creation. The way 
ahead is more collaboration between authors 

that chance meeting in a restaurant.

2. What do you wish you had known when you 
started writing your book, that you know now? 

It would have saved me quite some time to 
know that many Dutch summaries of the 
topics discussed in late-colonial Indonesian 
newspapers have recently been digitized. What 
I would have done differently, then, would be 
to download all these summaries, compile 
a list of specific topics, and take that list to 
the National Library in Indonesia, where the 
original newspapers are stored. I think this is 
the best way right now to locate information 
on historical topics that Indonesian journalists 
wrote about. It’s a good thing these summa-
ries are online these days rather than in some 

“It’s a good thing these summaries are online 
these days rather than in some inaccessible 

Dutch archive.”

three Questions with
TOM G. HOOGERVORST
author of Language Ungoverned

1. What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

On my first day in Surabaya I was having lunch 
in the historical neighborhood of Ampel. I was 
eating Yemeni food in a popular restaurant 
and two university students were sitting across 
the table. We started chatting and it turned 
out that their teacher was someone I had 
been trying to reach but didn’t have a phone 
number of. After we were connected, I visit-
ed her university, which, as it turns out, had 
many relevant publications for my research. 
I would not have known any of this if not for 
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